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About This Game

'The Interview' is an experimental experience. It's not about "what" is the Interview, it's about "why". The Interview will ask you
questions, will make you decide and you will answer them. But it's not as simple as that. It's not just an interview.

Your name is Adam. You're searching for a job. You walk into a white room while a voice tells you to sit in the red
chair. You really don't know anything but your name. So the room starts with the experiments. Are you left-handed or

right-handed? Black or white? But things start to get weirder and weirder until you realize what's going on.

Everything is related to the red box.

That red little box.
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Awesome idea! Love the financial support of the creator community.
The game is also quite fun and cute!. Alot of crashing, save doesn't work sometimes, gotta find workaround for Windows Live.
Major NO.. 7\/10

A solid 'Choice of' game. If you are interested in classical music or being a famous musician. Not the best novel-style game out
there, but worth a try if the theme interests you or you can get it on sale.. dumb... the end. This Game rocks!

Very fun to play casually with 2 other friends.

If you liked castle crashers, YOU will definately like this game!. A relaxing family friendly experience.

Just kidding, i drew genitals for an hour with some friends then i rage quit. I recently made the purchase of the Afrika Korps
DLC after watching a series of youtube videos and falling back in love with what makes Panzer General II\/Panzer
Tactics\/Panzer Corps a great wargame. This DLC is basically more of the same. If you liked the single player of Panzer Corps,
then you will probably like this DLC. They've also made a few minor changes that improve the base game.

My only critisms apply to the series overall. The difficultly and setup of the missions is such that you can't win, except at
extremely low difficultlies, without savescumming. This is even more noticable in this DLC where mission objectives change
during the mission forcing even good plans to be worthless.

Also, if you like this buy Unity of Command. The true sucessor.
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Not bad. This is the first time i've played a game in this genre since the 90s. Very fun and challenging game. I do have a few
gripes with it though. You cannot use a keyboard and mouse. It does not have a higher resolution than 1200x900 which i've
never even heard of. It does have a smooth framerate though which is to be expected at such low resolutions.

All in all $5 is fairly decent for this trilogy and will give you a couple hours of fun and a good challenge!.. Is there a level 3 ? I
think I'll never know.
edit : OMG there it is !. I wish I could give neither a thumbs up or down, but rather a wobbly hand. I enjoy seeing new FMV
games, and am always willing to see what they have in store. These days, FMV can be done for relatively cheap, so there's a lot
more out there. This one certainly isn't awful, or the worst that I've played, but overall, I was left wanting. Firstly, it wasn't scary
at all. There were no jump scares or excessive gore (or any gore really), but that's usually not what I want in horror. The
writing/directiong/acting were all satisfactory, but not powerful enough for the creepiness or story to get under my skin either.
You get to make some choices about how the main character and her past lover inteacted in the past, and the consequences of
those choices are some of the best parts of the game. However, as the whole plot goes towards a horror direction, those good
bits get left behind. I did like the idea of including some old Public Domain movies to watch for some achievements, but I
would've enjoyed that much more if the movies could've been enjoyed with VCR controls, and without the scanline and ambient
sounds of the game. One of the movies didn't have any sound at all either, so that was a problem. Also, the whole game takes
place in a VCR like aesthetic, even though the main character's movie collection is in DVD format, and the game takes place in
present day. Oddly anachronistic just to be more 'RING' like without any in-game reason for it to be presented that way. I'll be
interested in seeing what these people make in the future, and I didn't hate this game, but... sadly I just can't recommend it.

If, however, you're particularly found of visual novels, the japanese horror aesthetic, and can enjoy dramatic stories of
somewhat questionable quality... then DO give this game a shot.. A well done story, that i didn't think i would enjoy that much!
Now i cannot wait for the next game!. It's a fun game, with some simple yet challenging puzzles. It isn't by any means perfect,
but it's fun to play, and a great deal at the default price.. Saw this game more than a year ago at GDC and loved it even then.
Awesome fun and a great game to pick up and put down when you have an interrupt-driven kind of life. :). Nice atmosphere and
sound. But there are a few bugs in game.. Guys this game is completely online and there are no player on steam. If you buy it
you can just practice on your own. There is even no single player mode !. It's definitely one of the beeter choice of games in a
while. One of the things it does well is giving you a good sense of the world your in from the very beginning without being lazy
and just using a few pages for exposition at the start. The other thing it does well in the gryphon its self doing a fairly good job
making it fell like an actual animal which you would hope going into this. Finally for positives is that the supporting character
are well written giving you a good sense of who they are though it is easy to skip over them without meaning to if you focus on
your gryphon which i did

As for cons there aren't too many and they tend to not to be two bad. The first is probably the most jaring is the end without
going into spoilers its rather abrupt it ends right when it feels like it should be getting into the meat of it but the journey up to
that pont is still worth it. Finally this one isnt to bad and that is the stats as can be kind of unclear what choices increase what
stats particular with the griffon but its not to bad and once you figure it out its fine but it can kind of screw you on your first
playthrough this might have just been a me problem

(Sorry if its not the best review it is my first). I'm broken....
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